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NORSEWInD
NORSEWInD is an EU FP7 funded project
• Created to address the problem of offshore 
d f h i d i data or t e w n  n ustry.
• Address this issue by using remote sensing 
(RS) t d t t t d
ZephIR LIDAR mounted on offshore platform
 anemome ers an  me  mas s moun e  
on existing offshore platforms.
• Ground based data acquired will be used to        
validate satellite based measurements
• End product will be offshore wind atlases for        
the Baltic, Irish and North Seas
http://www.norsewind.eu/public/index.html
Effect of installation platform on acquired data
• Installation platform will distort the flow 
field.
• Distortion will cause error in measured 
// /
wind speed and direction
• Height at which rig interference on flow 
http: www.bpnsi.comoccurs needs to be determined
• Creation of correction factors to be 
li d t th d t t ll
Uloc Ufs
app e  o e raw a a o a ow 
measurements close to platform in the 
distortion field
Flow distortion caused by presence of rig
Determination of extent of flow distortion      
performed by Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD). 
3D triple wire probe
Validation of the CFD modelling by sub scale 
wind tunnel model.
   
http://www.dantecdynamics.com
Flow field in low speed wind tunnel measured 
by 3D hot wire anemometry.
Model of rig in SU 1.5m open working section LSWT Traverse layout
CFD Modelling 
The equations for viscous transient flows are called the Navier-Stokes equations.
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Where φ is the property being convected or diffused through the system
We also need to solve the continuity equation and possibly the energy equation
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How is this set of equations solved? 
They cannot be solved analytically, they must be solved numerically
Solution of the Navier Stokes usually employs the 
following process;
• Define the geometry in three dimensions
• Mesh the domain
A l b d diti• pp y oun ary con ons
• Solve the Navier- Stokes 
• Analyse the results
Complicated shapes require a very large number of cells in the 
computational domain. 
Th hi h b f ll l d l i l d l i ie g  num er o  ce s ea s to very arge computat ona  mo e s requ r ng 
many hours of compute time to solve.
O f d i th t ti i b l i ll l ine way o  re uc ng e compu e me s y emp oy ng para e  process ng 
on a number of computational nodes.
To carry out this process a software package is used which 
consists of 
• Pre processor to define geometry and mesh domain
• Solver to solve N-S
P t t i t t d t t d t lt• os  processor o n erroga e a ase  an  presen  resu s 
There are several commercial codes which will carry out this process;
FLUENT (now part of ANSYS); PHOENICS (CHAM); STAR CD (CD Adapco); CFX (ANSYS)
Advantages
• Graphical User Interfaces for the pre 
d t d th l
Disadvantage
• Cost
an  pos  processors an  e so ver.
• Intuitive and easy to use.
• Large user base
• High confidence in verification
I t ti ith CAD d FE l i• n egra on w   an   ana ys s
Benefits and Disadvantages of parallelisation
• Multi-core machines are now standard.
• Number of processors size of memory and storage increase while costs  ,         
remain fairly static.
• Increasing the number of cores decreases time required for a solution.
• Increasing the number of computational nodes may involve the purchase of 
extra licenses if using a standard commercial code. 
• Cost of extra licences can become the limit on final number of nodes used. 
• Use of open source CFD codes allow unlimited nodes and hence large scale 
parallelisation with consequent increase in speed of solution
HAL 9000
OpenFOAM®
(Open Field Operation and Manipulation)
CFD Toolbox 
can simulate;
• Fluid flows involving chemical reactions, turbulence and heat 
transfer. 
• Solid dynamics, 
• Electromagnetics
Flexible set of efficient C++ modules for solving complex fluid flows.
Freely available and open source, licensed under the GNU general 
public license.
In use at the University of Strathclyde for over 5 years. 
Why OpenFOAM? 
• C++ code flexibility, hierarchical structure, inheritance features      
• Solvers, utilities and libraries fully extensible
• Advanced error checking at compile and run times
• Robust solver and utility executables
• Unlimited parallel processing capability   
• Open source
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Why OpenFOAM?
• OF Mesh generation currently text-driven - this is 
 
main weakness.
• Easier to use Fluent (or other commercial code) to 
generate mesh (gui-driven)
• OF can solve all of physics that commercial codes 
can.
• Main advantage of OF is ease of parallelisation 
( i l d li ) l t ls mp e comman  ne  means arge ex erna  aero 
jobs can be tackled in realistic timescales.

F th NORSEWI D j t O FOAM i d t d lor e n pro ec  pen s use  o mo e  
flows over offshore platforms.
The three dimansional models are 
generated in AutoCAD® and 
exported as stereo lithographic files 
( l) i O FOAM.st  nto pen
Using the SnappyHexMesh suite of 
programmes a mesh is mapped on to 
the surface and the computational     
domain meshed
Using the incompressible flow solver the flow over the rig is 
calculated.
ParaFoam can then be used to visualise the results
Static pressure contours Velocity magnitude contours
Velocity vectors Velocity vectors
Fluent results
The same .stl file was used to simulate the flows over the rig using FLUENT
Comparison of FLUENT, OpenFOAM and Wind tunnel simulations
Profile of velocity magnitude in wake of 
crane and storage block
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